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Introduction 

~003 

While spiral vortex flow has been utilized in various fields of 
engineering, there have been few examples of its application in the fields 
of ventliation and air conditioning. The authors have been conducting 
some experimental studies to clarify the possibilities and limitations of 
utilizing the spiral vortex flow principle to control indoor air quality. 
The main focus at present is the measurement of the concentration 
distribution of air contaminants in a space having a spiral vortex flow 
and comparison of the measured values with those of conventional 
ventilation systems. 

:>viral Vorte~ Flow and Transport of Air Contaminants 

Table 1 illustrates the types of air distribution for indoor cliinate 
:~ .. !:(p-::· '.·~~"· · : . ~·~ control. Of these, the most common types are displacement and mixing 

airflows in which air contaminants are either displaced or diluted with 
.:. >-}~~:.~./~~- " supply and/or room air. 

:ji~£\~~·~t~; · . Tab I e J. Types of air dis tribu ti on for indoor climate con tro I. 
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The spir;1l vortex flow exhibits unique characteristics. This flow 
is seen in nature in, for example, tornadoes and typhoons. As an 
idealized mode~l of this flow, a "Rankine vortex" is shown in Fig. 1. A 
"core" with radius r is generated at the center of the vortex. Outside of 
the vortex core is a free vortex in which the tangential velocity 
component bec1>mes slower with increasing distance from the center axis. 
Inside of the core is a forced vortex in which the tangential velocity 
component becomes faster with increasing distance. Static pressure 
decreases toward the center of the core. 

core axis 

Fig. 1. Rankine vortex. Tangential velocity component and static 
pressure distribution. 
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· '· Fig. ' 2. Comparison of streamlines and velocity contours around a 
·· .. ,,local -exhaust hood (a) with those in a spit·al vortex 

:f'low (b). 
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In a flow such as the Rankine vortex, air flows in a spiral into the 
core of low static press~re, hence most of the air contaminants are also 
concentrated in the core. In comparison to the conventional method of a 
local exhaust ventilation, using a hood as an example (Fig.2}. the spiral 
vortex method has the following characteristics. 

-Air contaminants far from the exhaust outlet can easily be 
collected and removed because the air velocity at the core does not 
significantly decay even at points away from the air outlet. 

-Ventilation can be achieved efficiently with less air volume, 
because air contaminants are concentrated in the vortex core and 
transported to the exhaust outlet along the core axis. 

-Because air contaminants always flow into the core, they can be 
kept from diffusion to the space around the core, and there is 
little possibility .?f neighbors beeing exposed to the contaminants. 

Ct,nditions for Forming Spiral Vortex Flow in Buildings 

The simplest way to form a spiral vortex in a building is to 
generate circular airflow along the walls by using a supply airflow and to 
provide an exhaust outlet in the ceiling near the center axis of the 
rotational flow. If a horizontal vortex is desired, one can be obtained by 
genera ting a horizontal rotational airflow and providing one or two 
exhaust outlets in the walls near the center axis of the rotational flow. 
In conventional design for indoor air quality control. it is generally 
known that the location of exhaust openings do not play an important role. 
However, in planning indoor air quality control using a spiral vortex 
flow. the location of the air exhaust outlet is critical. 

For the successful design of a ventilation system using a spiral 
vortex flow in variously shaped spaces in buildings, it is necessary to 
produce a vortex at a specified position and a specified strength, and 
to maintain the flow in a stable condition. Parameters relating to the 
design are the geometry of the indoor space {i.e. the plan and cross 
section) and the roughnesses of the surrounding surfaces caused by 
exposed piUars, beams, lighting devices, furnishings and the presence of ...., 
people. Also important are the thermal effects caused by the heat which 
is generated inside the room or transfered from the- outside. The 
influence of these must be synthetically assessed and integrated into the 
design method. 

App.lication of Spiral Vortex to Local Exhaust Ventilation 
. . . 

StudiE:s of spiral vortex flow application tc local exhaust 
ventilation have been reported by L jungovis t, B. and Waering, C. ( l). and 
the authors (2). In this paper, we intend to present an overview of a 
localized e".haust system, which represents recent improvements over the 
method pre" iously reported by the authors. 
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Figure 3 shows the outline of the system. It consists of four 
independent columns, each of which has several air inlets .in the form of a 
slot arranged cirthogonal to each column. and a table having an air exhaust 
opening at its center. Air flowing from the inlet slots forms four air 
curtains, which then combine themselves into a vortex flow, which exits 
through the exhaust outlet at the center of the table, after flowing into 
the core formed in the vortex center. Thus, air contaminants generated 
in the region surrounded by the four columns are concentrated into a core 
in the vortex center and exhausted without being dispersed beyond the 
confined region. Photo l shows how contaminants are concentrated. 

column 

Fig. 

column 

ceili ng 

i! column 

~ .· 

" ·> 

column \ 

.I 
3. A spiral vortex flow generating system for local exhaust 

ventilation. It consists of four independent columns. 
each of which has air inlets in the form of a slot, and 
a table having an air exhaust opening at its center. 

Photo ] . Visualization of air contaminant behavior in a local 
exhaust ventilation system utilizing a spiral vortex 
flow. 
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Installation of this system in a smoking area· in a building, for 
example, wo1ild prevent cigarette smoke from diffusing to the outside of 
the confined smoking area. In order to confirm this effect, an experiment 
was carried out by installing the system in a room for which no mechanical 
ventilation was provided, as shown in Fig. 4 . For the expgriment, the 
volume of inlet air was 65 m:1/min per column, the mean velocity of 
airflow at the slot openings was 3.5 m/s, and the range of airflow 
velocity in the smokers' vicinity was 0.18 to 0.36 m/s. · Figure 5 shows 
the results of measurements of particle concentration in and out of the 
system when six smokers seated at the table smoked one cigarette each 
simultaneou::;ly, taking 4.5 minutes to finish it. The results indicate 
that diffusion of cigarette smoke can be prevented to a considerable 

"Aegr~e. 

;. 

..... 
co lumli 

+ + ® C2) 

Fig. 4. Installation of a spiral vortex local exhaust system in 
a test room for which no mechanical ventilation was 
provided. CD.<2> and (3) are measuring points. 
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Comparison of particle concentrations at three measuring 
points. (a) Spiral vortex system was not in operation . 
(b) Spiral vortex system was in operation. 
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Ve!.ocity and Concentration Distribution in Spiral 
Voi-t:ex and Simple Circular Flows Formed in Buildings 

Experiments on a Cubic Model 

~008 

A first experimental study was conducted to artificially produce a 
spiral vortex flow in a building space, and to observe the behavior of air 
contaminants in it. The model is a near cube (L=730mm. W=700mm and 
H=700mm) hav ·ing an air supply slot (L=700mm and H=28mm) measuring the full 
width of the room mounted on the highest part of the front wall. To 
produce a spiral vortex and a simple circular flow, two types of exhaust 
outlets were provided; a circular hole in the center of a side wall for 
the spiral vortex flow. and a slot on the lowest part of the front wall 
for the simple circular flow. 

air supply slot ? 1.0 z;n air SuPPIY slot 
-+ / nor~ilzed velocity _ .. -+- .............. 

,,,.,. .... " 'Ii 
( ..--...... \ \ 

I / ; \ \ 

I /-43"\ \ ~ 
,-'-- it--rl' 
t \ .... ,/ J \ '+-"' I '\ ;E ) ,...._ . .,,. 

...... - ,., __ ,,,. 
air exhaust slot air exhaust slot 

• · ' VELOCITY PROFILE IN A COMMON 
VORTEX FL.ow: 

AlR F'l.OW PATTEllNS IN A 
COMMOM VORTEX. 

AIR Fl.OW PATTERNS IN A 
COMMOM VORTEX. 

·; 

l " 

Fig. 6. Velocity profiles and airflow patterns in a cubic model 
under isothermal conditions. Simple circular airflow 
with slots for both air intake and outlet. Volurne of 
intake air, 1.72 m'/min. 

'.' :::..:;; :n f'P.OFfLli: IN A SPIRAL AIR Fl.OW PATTERNS li'I A 
VORTEX FLOW. SPIRAL VORTEX. 

Fig. 7. Velocity profiles and airflow patterns in a cubic model 
under isothermal conditions. Spiral vortex airflow with 

· ~ ; a slot for air intake, and a circula1· hole for outlet. 
Volume of intake air, 1.72 m3 /min. 
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Figures 6 and 7 show the airflow patterns and velodty profiles. In 
the case of spiral vortex- flow, the velocity in the vicinity of the vortex 
core formed a~: the center of the vortex was considerably high, and airflow 
in a typical spiral shape was observed. Also, the static pressure at the 
vortex core, based on the dynamic pressure at the air supply outlet, is 
lower compar1~d to the static pressure in the surrounding zone by a 
magnitude of about fifteen. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the measurement results of the concentration 
distribution cf a tracer gas (ethylene). In a spiral vortex flow, air 
rnntaminahts released in the vicinity of the core are barely diffused 
externally, and are, instead, transported to the air exhaust outlet along 
the core axis. Furthermore, air contaminants released in the outer zones 
of the vortex are funnelled gradually toward the vortex core by the spiral 
a il-flo;,v Consequently, the concentration at the core becomes the highest, 
and a series of concentration contours are formed around the core. In a 
simple circular airflow, on the other hand, air contaminants generated in 
the center zone of the airflow are diffused widely almost throughout the 
room. 

Experiments on a Scale Model of a Large Dome 

To confirm the practical applicability of a spiral vortex flow in 
the ventilation and air conditioning of buildings, experiments were 
conducted on ;;i scale model of a large dome with 10 ,000 seats in upper and 
lower levels. Air volume flow rate and heat generated by an audience of 
lD ,OCC ·.::~.-~ ~ ~ tim<lh; d to be 500,000 m3 /hr. and 450,000 W, respectively. 
The experiments concentrated on determining an improvementin the discharge 
~ffr~t of <}_ir- ,::-o rrt=1minants compared to the simple circular airflow method. 
For convenience, in the present experiments a tracer gas (ethylene) was 
used to represent the air contaminants. 

Figure 10 shows the experimental model setup on a one-fiftieth 
scale. The model is made of plywood, with external surfaces covered in 
glass wool (50mm thickness). Twenty multi direction nozzles were 
installed in t:he rear wall behind the seats on each level. To generate a 
circular airflow. the nozzle attachment surfaces are set at a 25 degree 
angle to the tangential derection of the cir.cumference, but are not tilted 
relative to the vertical direction. An outlet mounted at the top· of the 
dome was used for air exhaust to produce a spiral · vortex flow.·· For a 
simple circular airflow, twenty openings located at regular intervals in 
the floor ne 3.r the lower level seats were utilized as air exhaust 
openings. 

In these experi.ments, only human heat generated by 'the audience was 
considered as the heat load, which was provide.d by electric heaters 
loc.ated i.n the audience seating area. As a parameter for similarity of 
air distributlon in the scale modei and a full-size structure, the 
Arch1rnf><les number was taken into consideration. Due to various 
c xpe1·inaental constraint::>, the supply air velocity. ·was selected at 0 .24 
times relat.iv·e to full-scale velocity. Consequently the Reynolds numbe r 
a t the air supply opening was approximately 1,800. 

Figure Ll shows the results of air velocity measurements taken at 
each representative height in the plane of the center cross section of the 
dome model. In the case o'f simple circular flow, velocity decreases 
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Fig. 8 . Normalized concentration distributions in a cubic model 
undet isothermal conditions. · ' Simple circular airflow 
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Fig. 9 . Normalized concentration distributions in a cubic model 
under isothermal conditions. Spiral vortex airflow with 
a slot for air intake, and a circular hole for outlet. 
Volume of intake air, 1.72 m ;i /min. 
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considerably toward the center zone, although air velocity is high in the 
peripheral zone of the circular flow in the dome, because this zone falls 
in the region of air blowout. In contrast, a spiral vortex flow mainhti n~ 
hi gh velocit.e5 Hffoughout all the zones in the dome, reaching, in 
particular. a maximum velocity value in the center zone, where the core 
exists. n,;_:,; tende1;;::y is in .}g.-:::::;m.,nt with the experimental results using 
a cubic mode J, as mentioned hefcr~ ... r~cte th~ t these V3.lues \11ere me.c!su !-ed 
'·'-i'd_ub .1r. .:1mf$i de;·<: ctional anemometer, and are in absolute velocity values. 

Fig<;;-<: i2 shows the results of velocity component measurements taken 
in and arour1d the core for the purpo;;;,; of be Ltc:- <.r ri J cr-;; t<:<nJinz ;'; pi;-;1 ! 
v:.::tte;-; fl 0·,.·., '~h2~'[;.ctcds tic:s using a split-film anemometer. The tangential 
velocity comi:,onent takes its maxiiiiiiff• V;ibc .:it t:-;c ce;;·,:; L0ui•<l~i-::;-- an<l the>. 
dE~::;;;ct::>t.:o lu u.lmu:::;t zero on the center axis of the core. The maximum 
value increa:::.es as the heig~,t frG;;: th(". flGG,- i;;~r-s3.:;cs. 0.-; th;: Gthc.
h3.:;;J. the ;:;;-~ i~;.! '-'~L:;cit:; C:G~;~nent reaches its maximum value on the center 
axis oi l:ne c:ore ai: any height from the floor. 
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' Fig.12. Measurement results of tangential and axial velocity 
profiles and contours at the center of a spiral v.:;.-" t;:-;x. 
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Depending on the type of building, there are cases where ·application 
of the vo:-tex core system is not desirable, in which the air velocitiss 
ctr~ iu~i1 11.::.:u· i.h.:: f1o;::;;- 1.:;v-e L A3 <:& method to prevP.nt this , a circular 
plate may be provided. to rei::eive the core at a suita ble heigh t in the 
vortex center-. Figure n shows the results of velocity vector 
measurem.ents t;:..ke.n ln the r eg ions ~bc':e an<l unde !"" th {~ Citr: ii! ~ t ·!1 !<'-i:7 . Tt: 
c~rl b~ :;;; ~~ ;~ fn:: .r: the fi gun; t ha t a sp'i.<ai vorte x flow was formed above the 
circular plate having a core in. its center. whei·e th e ve lnci ti<0;:;. an;; h i.gl; , 
while under ·:he plate. a simple circular flow is generated with low 
velocities in its center reg ion . 

Figure 14 shows the concentration distribution measu1ed in a p l:ctne 
,.-i_, t'c' •- ~ d 90 d~ gY"" "' "" ·u-, the w i nd direction from the point source of air 
contaminant 8•'!neration. The concent:r atim1 v a h!P:s in the fl r.:u r e are sho wn 
as ndati ve co ncentrations with reference to the concentration value at 
the exhaust outlet. In the case of simple ci n::ular flo w, the 
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concentration reaches high values across a wide range if the source of 
contaminant E:eneration exists in the vicinity Of the circular fl" . l:e!tt~r. 
whllc there is lesg diffosion of contamination if the source of 
contaminant itaneration is in the periphery of the circulat now, due to 
\-hf° prnx lr-ni!'.y nf the source to the exhaust outlet. In the case of a 
spir:al vortex flow, diffusion of contamin<!hon in thr. pP.;-iphr.n'!l zones is 

limited when the source 
the \'G~tex ~e~ter~ and 
directrnn upwa1-d to the 
are concentrc.ted toward 
the spiral airflow. 

of contaminant g~~-=!""~t~oii is io th(: \"i~i~it:r· cf 
the contaminants are transfered in a vertical 
exhaust outlet_ 
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. ' s.~~tfo~ !"•:_d:a ter! 90 i:!~~!"'~~.s -to __ the ". wind direction from 
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exhau.st 0penin;ss ·were located in thP fl nor ne:.i_r the 
lower level sea ts. ( b) An air exhaust 
mounted at the top of the roof. 
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t,,,o ~-;:~ppa;<;~ 0-r c0nt;}n-;j~;:d~0r. gcncrz~tion is shOWh in Fig. i6. The decay 
rn concentration in a simple circui~r f10"-r sy~tem ~~ c!1n~:!der-:~b \Jc :::l_ (~W 
wlH_'.r: Uit.: ~an;!Lan: t.Ji Lile t .. :uni<rni<iMnt K~neration source is in the center 
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Fig.15. Time series variation of gas concentration in exhaust 
air. An a\r e xhaust opening was mounted at the top of 
the · roof. · · 
~: ou:ce points of gas generation ( • ;A, O ;B, A ;C). 

-. exhaust air air 

I~ 
I 

! 
, I supply 

' I 
' 
! 

I / '-,,-

L________r? 
norm a Ii zed co rt,::-_.._ ___ .... , - -
· r •·····-···'·······™····· 

a ) 

·· 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 LO- • point source of tracer gas 

. 
" 

. , __ ">, 

( b ) 

. supply 

exhaust air exhaust air .exhaust air 

·· . io .Fig.16 .. Normalized gaS 'concentration d istribu t~ vr: :~: ~ --:-::::~ 
sect.on -otatc-d 'J\} ' e-gr ees ~o the wind di 1-ection trom 
the source of gas generation. Mt! ';::;u;···m-.:i<L::. lv-=-1·.:. t.:ikcr-, 
~: ... -,,..,. ~w .:;.. •• .:._ -~ " .;:, "· t.::;ppage o f gas genera t ior.. 
(a) Air exhaus t openings wc.-c l c::::o.tcd in "!;h .. ""'!'"! !).!' 

ne;:;i- th e lo·;·-rc< 1 vel seat:s. (b} An di e . i a u ·. pe i s 
was mounted at:· the top of the roof. 

itl016 
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regio!! of the ci!"'cular- f10w ~!"!<l there is a tendency to build up residual 
concentration in twu L.V1h:: s. one near the exhr111st n11tlPt nml the other 
':!0se t0 !he rc-0f t~lp_ I!1 thP r~~e ,-:,f a s pi.ral \:o r· t e ;..: flcr,·,. h :; ·~ .. : cvc r~ , the 
contarninants are always ·~ •Yf!C':' ''! b02tt? ·:! a t t+i?- rnrP nf thP vnrtPl< c~nter and 

----·---T--~<,,:;ij ~ j U. "'.i. V4 i. 

::SUUI 1..'t:, <.1UU Lilt: \..VII ~alH.<11 (.u~ ~_:, -'" c .:_;;,:! -, ,:;_ ;_:_ s,tPt:f f;i~i:Pr rlS the SOUrce Of 
contaminant 1~eneration is located closer to the ccnh::•-. 

F igu?"'e 17 ~h0•-~s C0f}Ce!"!t!'"<!tit:t!"! rHs+:rih11.hon when a circular plate 
\u1a111e Lt:r -f.;uiJ rnm) wa.~ l!-!5 t211 -:= d _if! th "' sr•0 ( " ::.t thP r.Pntp1· of the dome in 
~~. ~, tte~~t t·~ cor?f!ne th~ <_Tore rorrna ti on to the upper p~r·t c f the dcm::: ~ 
It 1~ a~va rent U1at the circular plaf-p ~ffPC"ti:; m~ithP.r the concentration 

Instal -

~ ~p~. r-al vortex flow to b e uti lizcJ lrl 1-c1r1~\--"ir-io ~i~- ~cr. t~mifia r:ts 
generating high air velocities near the floor surface. 

air air 

"' 
~ 

r. i .. l 
;1_/ 

:·tit 

/
- -·'· ~. -:;._, , .;- ,·. 
' . 

~ 
Cl.!! ,_ ---; .~-~ 

/'-,/ / 
- : - ; --.. ... .. =-

' - ti.i: 

.. n.-rn-,, ;;.,.,,.,~ ':'oncentration 
_ ... s ...... 

~· · - ":.. - - ---- point source of tracer gas 

0 0.25 J.5 0.75 1.0--

f ig.17. Normalized gas concentration distribution in a cross 
section rot.a ted 90 degrees to the- '.-=-! ~tld d it::- 0::-tk;r, fr<:' 'T; 
-""" s0'-..lre:e: -- ~'-'-:,, f;/::::~ra tion. 'A circular plate was 
provided to receive the 1::1jr-e hi the vor tex c enter· 
'.':lc;:;;un!mc rl t::~ :0;-::; r e t:::-: k;:;n tv1cJ minutes after the start of 
gas genera ti on. 

Conclusions 

Preliminary experiments have been conducterl rP1n:1rcfinsi - - th~ - . - ~ 

feasibility ~:?d E~its of utilizing 
cvi-1i.1-ol. As iUi- -th e u t illz.ati~~ 

'-'e!!ti!aH0~~. there h<!'-'e ~!: e ~~Y 

spiral vortex flows in intloor cilmate 
0f ""fl!!"'::1J vnrtPY flow.:; in Jnc~li7.P.rl - .. . -..... .,,.· ~ ~.,, ~• ..... ~ :-..+ ~-~-"""!!~-"- ~ --":"!!! 

--- ·· -- - " .. ~ ... _·•~•p&."\...~ - V..L t"'4c..&.-....'-.l."""-AA 

"- i='i? l~\..d. ti 011;:;, cu 1~ a i"l"' b-=: ,- _ !: .-- :·;.- .- ~ ~ --- : ;-•r• ;:-; 1 L-;- .-. -H nn m P thnrl~ h "'VP. h P.P. n 
~~rop0sed"" 0!"! the 0the ~ h ~!! ·:1 7 ~~~ ~; t:_~~-~~;=-~--:. ;-;~ ~~~~-;_l !·~ t(; ~ .- .. 3 tu<licd r·co~~-<l i :-~ ~ 
;,1-acti\::al a Vii lic(j t i;:H1s uf ::.~;i_r <=d i (•d.:: x f.lo w· s t•J t he ven tilation and air 
(.:or!d!tio!'!i!"!e of eDti! -_: ·b~_~il;_~ i~-~~ =~ :-; ~-;. .:..:·:~-~ ,~;;;.-- • -- ~! __ -: .-~ ~;~~-~r;l~ ~i ti-e ~ ;:; f 0h3. p -s 
ctih_; f uii-.;U.ufi 0 t ui\,; Spti,: -:-o::~. Th7': :; ;;fo0;-;::; ~ ;-d:tcn d t o in vestigate the areas 
outlined below in future ::stud ies. 

- ThP r•ffP.d of the overall space configuration (::; u ch ""~ t h '= 
~-ic~-~ z ~;;~ ~;:;. 1 ~~id ;...jO v~v s~c ~~i :~~:'21 s;t~~ p .-::;:: of :--::arns) on the form a ti Oh of 
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l (, 

a spiral vortex flow. 
-The effect of the roughness of the surrounding surfaces and the 
effect Jf the v r escnce of stnu:'t•.p-;;] mPmhPr~ ;::inrl f11rnishings in 
~!)~Ce Q!1 th~ fonnrition n f ~ sp';xal 'ivcte;;: fl cnv. 

- ; i ii..: ci;.;.;-.:~ ;, ~ ';;};e;-:mal convection on the formation of a spiral 
vortex flow_ 

-A s tuJy fei ;- avo iding vortex core formation in the occupied zone. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper provides a brief overview of the characte ristics of 
spit-2 ! vm-tex flow, which is a novel approach to th e fields of ve'ntilation 
and air conditioni ng . Th is is foHowed L•Y <:!I! j!·!iT•:i•l••(Uc.1·! ·~·f;:; ;.;;;,,-::1.r.!->;;;foi 
.:·~\'''llli-J1 E' r;.f .~ pr;,cdc;;i, lo-c;:i]j:z:;::<l ;;~1,-tilatiGn system which utilizes the 
spiral vortex flow formed by a t:ombiua bu ii uC ':ii1 <.:u< L.ti;i;:; L•iu;-,; ;; ;_;;., L of 
2ix s~n:, r; ly 0pci!i;:;g;s pn.;vided in four independent columns. t- mally. the 
res u its of two mod e i e '"'-'"'' i ;;; ;.; ;; L:.:- 0.':~~ ,:_:.::;:::, ~,-,,; ,:, v ,:.1.\ •: ;:, U ,:-;~, '~' f ::;, f' ~;-z-cl '.;· ,~,~-~~:-: 
fL 0'-' L, U;,::_: '--'.::;;til-2 U.--;,::-; c;f entire spaces are presented. One experiment 
was designed to obsE;··.,;-c ~i:·fl0::,; ;-<=.tt-::::-:::2, ffi:::: .-::'..:.:-:: .:::::-:!::-··· ·:~~:::::::":"'~ - ~'.'-~ 
-!:::: ::,:;;::;_::.3.;-;:: th.2 :::-:.:!;;,;:: ::::'.' :co~:- :::0:-;.-"-,~G~;;:::;~t .~;:;::'..;3;;:rn. rn l:ne respecuve ca:st:::s 
of spiral vortex fiows ;:;.r:..::i 0;-di::.,~;:-;,· ':i''='.:b'."' fb,',''.? f-':'r-~-:-d i~ 0 '::'imr1~ 
o:::.: t :::: ::: 0 ~::: ! . H:~ :;·; :;'.);;'..i ',"' '2:.; :~ ::~·.: ::'.·: '. '.: ,-,: ~":~~:::': :: '- '~"J ;;_,i.U<::: Led W ilh in a ian;;e 
durned !:>Pil(.;C 1~aµabl~ ~-~£ ~:~ ~~:i~z~-: lO}JOG p~~!:r~I --:. Ch :~~· ~~-~~t~r~~~~!"~ +h~!" ~~,~~!0-

r~~·;~!~!_!~l.;.r ~ .~~~ ... ~~~g~) .. !.'3 ~d ~.r; ~on•...-entioraal ve11tiiation sys terns we1e 1-evea1eu 
!ru111 U1e 1~;,.1.db vf U,ese e::-~~eri~e!1b~, !!"!!:h!-l.l!"!g the !!!ethn<l Qf s~ira! 
~1 artex f1~'-"-' f~~r-m~ti ~::: !~-: ~ b~il~:ii~:~ ~~~~~~~T -~-= l·..:~i.ty •..:i_!!£1puncn l un<l Vl i.:~;::;ur;..:; 
di.;:;.t.--;..buLiVJi l&i y;,_;r ;,!~ .. - ~,;;?. ij_iii.:- u-...:·!~,_j_~..iv .. vi. u..a.: e:ur.L~minants in vortices, 
and other phenomen<l. 
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